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THREE THINGS  
WE LOVE ABOUT THE...

£3350 

The frame 
When aluminium ruled the cycling 
world, there was no better bike than 
the Storck Scenario, that bike and  
this have one thing in common – the 
use of Kinesium alloy, an enhanced 
6000 series alloy now exclusive to 
Kinesis. It’s 25 per cent stronger than 
premium 6061 alloy for the same 
weight. The Aithein uses ‘super  
plastic formed’ Kinesium, an 
advancement of hydroforming  
that can make more complicated 
shapes and thinner sidewalls.  

The ride 
The skinny-tubed Aithein is  
supremely compliant over chattery 
surfaces. Add in the silky smooth and 
supple Challenge tyres and you’ve got a 
bike that’ll match many dedicated 
carbon endurance bikes in the comfort 
stakes. Power delivery is spot on,  
with every pedal stroke met with an 
unwavering stiffness, making the  
Evo a punchy accelerating bike. 

The equipment 
With such a high-end build, including 
SRAM Red, Ritchey WCS carbon parts 
and new profile Reynolds Assault 
carbon clinchers, which shape the  
big volume 27mm Challenge tyres 
perfectly, this is a true superbike. It’s 
only when you consider that the 
frameset, comprising of a 330g carbon 
fork and 1600g alloy frame, will set you 
back £730, you realise the Aithein Evo 
is something of a bargain too.    

ONE THING WE’D CHANGE
Lack of bosses 
This Kinesis is a superb bike for the  
UK, with proper tyre clearances, a 
smooth ride and sharp handling.  
The one thing it lacks is proper  
bosses/braze-ons for mudguards.  
It’s a UK-designed bike, and it rains 
here a lot, so give us the option to  
keep our bums dry please...

FIRST 
RIDE

SPECIFICATION

Weight 7.75kg (59cm) 
Frame 

Kinesium aluminium  
Fork Carbon

Gears  
SRAM Red  

52/36, 11-28 
Brakes SRAM Red 

Wheels  
Reynolds Assault  

Finishing kit  
Ritchey WCS stem, 
carbon bar, carbon 

seatpost and Ritchey 
WCS Streem saddle, 
27mm Challenge 
Paris-Roubaix  

 Pro tyres 
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KINESIS 
AITHEIN EVO




